Bleeding and surgery in children with Glanzmann thrombasthenia with and without the use of recombinant factor VII a.
An inherited deficiency of platelet glycoprotein II b/III a (GP II b/III a), Glanzmann thrombasthenia, can lead to excessive bleeding and require platelet transfusion to secure hemostasis. Antibodies to GP II b/III a or HLA may platelet transfusion render ineffective to stop bleeding or to cover surgery. Recombinant factor VII a has been introduced as therapeutic alternative and has been suggested to be effective. PATIENTS AND AIMS OF THE STUDY: In a retrospective evaluation, bleeding episodes and surgery in six patients treated with antifibrinolytics and with and without the additional use of rFVII a were analysed to achieve informations for treatment indication and efficacy. Nineteen mucosal and subcutaneous bleeding episodes, two dental surgeries and seven joint bleeds occurred. In 11 mild to moderate mucocutaneous bleeds treated without rFVII a, seven stopped within 48 hours, three stopped until the fourth day; one showed recurrence. Three bleeds were treated with rFVII a and responded within 24 hours. One severe bleed treated without rFVII a did not stop until the 8 (th) day after cautery. In 4 severe bleeds treated with rFVII a, one stopped within 24 hours, one showed recurrence, one was treated with platelet transfusion concurrently and one did not respond to rFVII a. Clinical signs persisted in one conservatively treated elbow joint bleed, whereas in two episodes treated with rFVII a, the bleeding responded within 5 and 7 days and in four episodes in at least 4 days. Two dental surgeries showed no recurrence after rFVII a over 18 or 36 hours. In severe mucocutaneous bleeding episodes or joint bleeding rFVII a is of some benefit whereas in surgeries like teeth extraction, prophylactically administered rFVII a seems effective to avoid bleeding. In mild to moderate mucocutaneous bleeding events, antifibrinolytics and local measures were sufficient in most cases and the additional use of rFVII a does not seem to be necessary. Further information is needed to elaborate clear indications for the rational use of rFVII a in bleeding episodes in patients with Glanzmann thrombasthenia compared to standardized baseline treatment. This information may generate a prospective multicenter study to provide clear advice with respect to bleeding site, severity and duration.